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BUSINESS STANDARD BFSI INSIGHT SUMMIT

Charging 18% GST
on premium is just
atrocious: Sathe
These companies have other challenges, too.
Given the high solvency ratio, promoters must
always infuse capital before such a company
nsurance is a necessity in India in the absence wishes to grow exponentially. They cannot invest
of a social security net, but the government is as they like. The Irdai stipulation that insurance
taxing the sector heavily, even though others firms must invest at least half of their investible
in the financial sector are exempted, said Nilesh fund in government and other approved securities
Sathe, former member of the Insurance Regulatory brings down the yields or internal rate of return
for investors. This is because the yields on such
and Development Authority of India (Irdai).
Delivering the keynote address at the securities have been declining steadily.
“Insurance companies undertake long-term
insurance round of the Business Standard BFSI
Insight Summit, Sathe said: “Charging 18 per liabilities, but the market has no matching asset
instruments, resulting in an
cent goods and services
asset-liability mismatch,”
tax (GST) on insurance
said Sathe.
premium is just atrocious.”
As the economy grows,
“In the absence of any
so will disposable income
social security available to the
and domestic savings. As
citizens, insurance becomes
incomes rise, insurance
a necessity. All essential
penetration
increases,
commodities are out of the
added Sathe.
purview of GST, why should
India’s “highly favoupremium be taxed, and that
rable demographics”, where
too, so heavily?” asked Sathe,
around 40 per cent of the
adding nowhere in the world
population is currently aged
do people have to pay such a
between 20 and 49 years,
heavy tax on premium.
low social security cover,
“There is no such tax on
coupled with increasing life
banking services or mutual
expectancy, will also fuel
fund services. These are also
the need for insurance.
financial services, there is no
However, around 40 per
reason why insurance servcent of the population
ices should be taxed and that
remains uninsured and the
too, so heavily. Even the prethumb rule of having
mium for purchase of annu- NILESH SATHE
6x the annual income as
ity attracts GST,” said Sathe.
FORMER IRDAI MEMBER
insurance is not adhered to.
He said the government’s
“As
the
level
of
“clear apathy” towards the
education increases, the
sector was evident when
general awareness of insurance and its benefits
state-owned insurance companies were not
immediately capitalised when their solvency ratio will also increase, providing a further fillip to
(which must always remain above 150 per cent) demand,” said Sathe.
Technology has been a game changer, and
fell below the threshold a few times.
The government is also not filling up vacancies there hasn’t been a data breach or security scare,
even as employees worked from home. Insurance
in the insurance regulator fast enough.
“Irdai has been headless for the last five to six companies, despite incurring losses in some cases,
months. Members’ positions are vacant. settled over ~50,000 crore worth of claims last year.
Sathe said insurance companies must share the
Institutions are weakened if not manned in time,”
said Sathe, adding the development of the data among themselves, and must have a common
sector is not the sole responsibility of insurance database, particularly about frauds, rejection, and
suspicious claims.
companies alone.
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Say customer engagement has been one of the pain points for insurers, historically
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“The non-life insurance
industry has paid roughly
~30,000 crore worth of
Covid-related health claims
over the last 18 months.
There were doubts whether
Covid is an act of God, but
we came together”

“The Centre must reduce GST
on premiums. The premiums
are moving up because of the
claims we are seeing. If the
effect on the end-consumer
has to be lowered, the
GST on premiums have
to be looked into”

“Fact of the matter is that
health insurance or any
insurance is a pooling
of small amounts of
premiums used to pay
a few large claims.
Conceptually a pandemic
is uninsurable”

“Insurers have stood by
people in tough times and
have taken heavy penalties.
Monoline firms had to
scramble to raise capital.
General insurers could show
some resilience because
their business is diversified”

SUBRATA PANDA
Mumbai, 8 November

The non-life insurance industry has
paid around ~30,000 crore in
Covid-related health claims without
any support from the government
and the cost of such claims are
borne by the industry, said the
panelists at the Business Standard
BFSI Insight Summit on Monday.
They said this could lead to an
increase in premium unless the
government steps in to minimise the
burden on the end-consumer, such
as through a reduction in goods and
services tax (GST) on premiums
or address the issue of high health
care inflation.
The panelists were part of a
discussion on the topic General
Insurers — Insuring the Insurers.
“…health insurance or any insurance is pooling of small premiums
that is used to pay a few large claims.
And conceptually a pandemic is
uninsurable. But we, as an industry,
stood tall and said we would support
society,” Bhargav Dasgupta, managing director (MD) and chief executive
officer (CEO), ICICI Lombard, said at
the summit.

“If the pool becomes unviable
because of high claims, then the
pool has to be replenished by an
increase in premiums. But we also
have to focus on the cost side of the
equation… we have to address the
core issue of health care inflation,”
he added.
Supplementing what Bhargav
said, Tapan Singhel, MD and CEO,
Bajaj Allianz General Insurance, said,
“The government should reduce GST
on premiums. The premiums are
moving up because of the claims we
are seeing. If the effect on the
end-consumer has to be lowered, the
GST on premiums has to be looked
into. Why should 18 per cent be
charged when we are talking about
consumer interest?”
He also questioned why the industry should not ask the government for
a subsidy. “Why should the insurance
industry not ask for a subsidy for
something which is a national
cause?” he asked.
Non-life insurers have seen a huge
spike in claim size since the
pandemic’s outbreak and much of it,
they say, is because health care
providers are charging exorbitant
sums for treatment. Without a

regulator, it is practically impossible
for insurers to push for standardised
treatment rates.
Anand Roy, MD, Star Health and
Allied Insurance Co., said, “We are
struggling with a party — the healthcare operators — which does not have
a regulator. This is an area where all
the players have to come together in
the larger interest of the public. Some
degree of discipline has to be brought
in the health care ecosystem.”
“Insurers have stood by people in
tough times and have taken heavy
penalties, with shareholders funding
those. Monoline companies had to
scramble to raise capital. General
insurers could show some resilience
because their business is more diversified,” said Rakesh Jain, CEO,
Reliance General Insurance.
He said the goal is to give people
quality health care and this should be
done through insurance companies.
“Hence, premium increases should
be linked with goals and not looked
at in isolation,” he added.
Speaking on competition from
new-age digital companies and
insurtechs, Singhel said he didn’t
feel such firms were doing anything
drastically new.

— TENDER CARE —
SBI YOUTH FOR INDIA FELLOWSHIP
VALEDICTION PROGRAM
BI Youth for India
Fellowship-2020-21
valediction
was
organized on 2nd November
2021 at the State Bank of India's
Learning and Development Institute located at Sector-14
Panchkula. On this occasion, fellowship certificates to 95 SBI
fellowship awardees were given. The SBI Youth For India fellowship involved work in social 13 months in rural areas across the
country. SBI Youth For India fellowship are awarded every year by
SBI Foundation to selected candidates from all over India.
On this occasion Smt. Manjula Kalyanasundaram, Managing
Director, SBI Foundation congratulated the fellows who successfully completed the fellowship program and said that they should
work to take the rural society forward in the future life and
cooperate in the progress of the country.
Chief General Manager, State Bank of India, Chandigarh Circle,
Mr.Anukool Bhatnagar was present in this program as the special
guest. While addressing the gathering, he said that this fellowship
provides an opportunity for the educated youth of the country to
make them aware of the ground realities and encourage them to
contribute towards building a strong and united society.
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JNPT OBSERVES A WEEK-LONG VIGILANCE
AWARENESS WEEK-2021

awaharlal Nehru Port Trust
(JNPT), one of India’s premier
container handling ports,
observed a week-long Vigilance
Awareness Week at JNPT headquarters from 26th October to 1st November, 2021. During this week, various competitions like Essay
writing, Slogan Writing and Elocution, were held for JNPT
employees along with a quiz competition especially organized for
all women employees. Furthermore, poster making and elocution
competitions were organized for college Students. All employees
at JNPT took the integrity pledge on 26th October, 2021. An interactive meeting was held with Port Users on 29th October, 2021. A
workshop on “Independent India @ 75: Self Reliance with Integrity”
was conducted by Shri Narendra Panwar, IRTS, Dy. Chief Vigilance
Officer, Central Railway. In addition, two workshops on the theme
“Success through Ethical Conduct” were organized for St. Mary High
School and R. K. Foundation, JNPT Vidyalaya, JNPT Township.
JNPT also organized an awareness campaign on the theme “Independent India @ 75: Self Reliance with Integrity” on leading radio
channels on 28th and 29th October, 2021.
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HPCL OBSERVES RASHTRIYA
EKTA DIWAS 2021
industan Petroleum Corporation Limited observed Rashtriya
Ekta Diwas 2021 (National
Unity Day 2021) to commemorate the
146th Birth Anniversary of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel, the Iron Man of
India. On the occasion, C&MD, Functional Directors, CVO and
other Officials present paid floral tribute to Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel. Thereafter, Rashtriya Ekta Diwas pledge was administered
by C&MD and Director HR to all employees thru VC, in presence of
Director Refineries, Director Marketing and Chief Vigilance Officer.
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“We were forced to digitise even
before the pandemic and the digital
players came into the picture because
we are a low-margin and low-ticket
sized industry,” said Dasgupta.
“The role of insurers is changing
from a risk transfer company to a risk
prevention and management one. In
order to do this, we have to partner
others because we may not have
all the capabilities,” he added,
explaining how insurtechs and legacy
companies can collaborate.
“Insurance was always a push
product. It was not even a secondary,
but a tertiary product. With digitisation, insurance is becoming a primary
product and many of these start-ups
have realised that insurance creates
a great pull for their business model.
For insurance companies, insurtechs
become an extended way of creating
a conceptual promotion of your
product,” said Jain.
Customer engagement has
been one of the pain points for
insurers, historically. “This is where
technology will play a critical role and
collaboration is the right way and
probably on the services side, we
will see a lot of engagements and
developments,” he added.

— Advertorial

BANK OF MAHARASHTRA OBSERVES
‘VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021’
week-long ‘Vigilance
Awareness
Week’
concluded at Bank of
Maharashtra
on
1st
November, 2021 at its Head
Office, Pune. ShriAtulchandra
Kulkarni, Additional Director
General of Police, Maharashtra was the Chief Guest for
valedictory function. ShriAS Rajeev, Managing Director & CEO,
Shri Hemant Tamta and Shri A. B. Vijayakumar, Executive
Directors along with General Managers were present in the
function. Shri A S Rajeev, MD & CEO in his speech asserted to
inculcate habits of vigilance culture in the Bank. Shri.AS Rajeev
opined that every employee should be vigilant and committed to
highest standards of honesty & integrity and support to fight against
corruption.
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FIRST VISAKHAPATNAM CLASS DESTROYER
DELIVERED TO THE INDIA NAVY

azagon
Dock
Shipbuilders Limited(MDL)hasdelivered First Ship of Project
15B Class Destroyer i.e.
Yard 12704 (Visakhapatnam) to the Indian Navy on
28Oct2021.TheAcceptanceDocumentwassignedbyVAdmNarayan
Prasad, AVSM, NM, IN (Retd) Chairman & Managing Director, MDL
and RAdm K PArvindan, VSM, CSO (Tech) at MDLin the presence of
Commanding Officer (Designate), MDL Directors and Navy personnel. The ship is constructed using Indigenous Steel DMR 249Aand is
amongst the largest Destroyers constructed in India, with an overall
length of 164 meters and a displacement of over 7500 tons. The ship
is a potent platform capable of undertaking a variety of tasks and missions, spanning the full spectrum of maritime warfare. It is armed with
supersonic Surface-to-Surface ‘Brahmos’missiles and ‘Barak-8’Long
Range Surface toAir Missiles. Towards undersea warfare capability,
the Destroyer is fitted with indigenously developed anti-submarine
weapons and sensors, prominently the Hull mounted Sonar Humsa
NG, Heavy weight Torpedo Tube Launchers and Rocket Launchers.
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HPCL:Q2 HIGHLIGHTS, PAT AT ₹ 1,924 CRORE

industan Petroleum Corporation Limited
has recorded Profit after Tax (PAT) of
₹ 1,924 crore for the quarter ended 30th
September 2021 vis a vis a PAT of ₹ 1,795 crore
for the previous quarter recording 7.2% growth.
For the period April-September 2021, HPCL
recorded a PAT of ₹ 3,719 crore. Gross sales for
the quarter stood at ₹ 87,311 crore as compared
to ₹ 61,340 crore during the corresponding previous year period. For
the period April to September’21, HPCL recorded gross sales of
₹ 1,64,619 crore as compared to ₹ 1,07,225 crore of corresponding
period of the previous year. During Q2, HPCL has achieved the domestic sales volume of 8.79 MMT as compared to 8.10 MMT of previous year for same period representing a growth of more than 8%.
The domestic sales of HPCL for the period April-September 2021
was 17.24 MMT as compared to corresponding sales of 15.34 MMT
in the previous year, showing a growth of 12%. The major petroleum
product has shown growth, with sale ofATF grew by 63%, MS by 23%,
HSD by 15% and LPG by 4% during the periodApril-September’2021.
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